ARCHITECTURE

INTERIOR DESIGN

BPSM offers a team of highly skilled
architects to personally design each
building to meet your individual needs.

Whether you desire a contemporary style
or a sympathetic fit-out within an existing
structure, BPSM provides a dedicated
interior design service.

We listen and respond with creative
solutions, providing you with the best
possible value outcome.

optimising space and
fostering connectivity

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Our thorough Project Management systems
ensure that the entire project is managed
effectively and efficiently, so schedules are
maintained and costs are controlled through
a process driven methodology.
BSPM provides a seamless interface
between the design services and the onsite building team.

Using a pragmatic approach, we ensure
that the needs of the user are met through
functional planning.

PLANNING
BPSM have over sixty years experience
in strategic project evaluation and master
planning services, and we have planners
with up to date information on the current
planning schemes. We assess each project
to provide maximum design flexibility within
the planning framework on a local and
global level.
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Our team is highly skilled and experienced,
with a strong project management and design
ethos.
BPSM Architects is made up of a unique mix
of professionals. Well-established working
relationships and individual areas of expertise
and skills combine to allow us to provide a
diverse and extensive range of knowledge
and experience for any project.

GOING BEYOND
THE DESIGN
At BPSM Architects, we believe that the
role of the Architect goes well beyond
simply providing design ideas. Each new
project requires our total commitment from
concept to completion, to enable us to meet
any unique complexities and challenges.
We deliver an individually tailored and
comprehensive design process that
engages you, the client, in all aspects of
the project to ensure that it is completed to
the highest quality with close attention to
detail, timeline, and budget.

THE SPEND
With increasing external pressures on
clients’ project budgets, we work closely
with both clients and specialists to ensure
we deliver on time and on budget.
BPSM strives to be an industry leader by
learning from previous building models and
practices, keeping up with the latest trends
and social movements and testing new
grounds in building design.

A SKILLED TEAM
Our architects and interior designers strive
for a balance between art and technology,
form and function, beauty and purpose,
vision and performance. Problem solvers
by nature, we listen to our clients’ concerns,
understand their goals, and then craft project
teams whose collaborative approach can
best fulfill their aspirations.
As designers of the built environment,
BPSM has a goal to bring our clients unique
concepts in how they inhabit and experience
their buildings and the space around them.

YES, WE DELIVER
Our designers collaborate, research and
apply sustainable practices to create a
rich and fulfilling architecture. We will
deliver site-specific solutions to a range
of design challenges and work with likeminded, quality-orientated consultants to
successfully deliver each and every project.

EDUCATION

AGED CARE
BPSM has a wealth of experience designing
and project managing the development
of aged care facilities. We understand
the complexities of providing a safe and
homelike environment for residents whilst
managing the operational prerequisites of
efficiency and compliance.

HEALTH CARE
Architects are constantly challenged by
constraints of size and budget. BPSM
excels in creating innovative designs within
the parameters of government standards
and health policies. We have managed
large redevelopments and specific fit-outs
within the health sector, incorporating
state of the art equipment, and improving
operational efficiencies.

BPSM offers a range of design solutions
for creating a flexible learning environment.
Our experience ranges from childcare
centres through to tertiary facilities, each
with very different requirements, budgets
and student needs. We listen and assess
before recommending a functional design
response.

COMMERCIAL
We have a long history of commercial design
excellence and a good understanding
of the methods and focus required. This
allows us to confidently manage your
commercial project from its inception,
through the building process, to business
commencement.

CORPORATE
Often commercial facilities need to be
enhanced to optimize space and embrace
new technologies. BPSM believes in
creating a vibrant working environment
which fosters connectivity and optimizes
workplace efficiencies.

RETAIL
We can make your retail concept a
commercial
reality.
Our
architects
understand the need for an interactive retail
experience which allows the merchandise
to dominate. Offering you a distinctive
architectural image within a competitive
urban environment.

RESIDENTIAL
By listening and truly understanding
our clients needs we create an honest
architectural design which articulates the
individual personality of the home owner.
BPSM will develop an exceptional concept
and manage the building process through to
project completion. We also recognize the
importance of environmentally sustainable
design for the individual cost savings and
the broader community benefits.
BPSM have designed numerous multiresidential
developments.
We
can
undertake planning assessments and
feasibility studies before developing an
appropriate residential solution.

CIVIC /
GOVERNMENT
BPSM has undertaken architectural projects
for libraries, churches, courts, and various
council buildings. Each building conveys a
sense of community, reflecting the cultural
environment and communicating a modern
progressive outlook.

INDUSTRIAL
Industrial building design requires rigorous
planning and meticulous adherence to
workplace compliance regulations. Our
detailed project management process allows
our architects to meet these requirements,
retaining structural integrity and delivering
an efficient and effective workspace.

TOURISM
Good architecture and interior design reflect
the culture of a business, whilst being
sensitive to the built environment. BSPM
can create a strong visual statement which
invites a sense of community and fun.

See how the team at BPSM Architects
can help your vision become a reality
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